Thought Remolding Campaign Chinese Communist
the thought publications series monographs 7 the thought ... - the thought remolding the thought
remolding hu ping is a distinguished public intellectual and chief editor of the new york-based journal beijing
spring. this is the definitive study of the theory, implementation, and legacy of the chinese communist party’s
thought remolding campaign – a massive regimen of “re-education.” hu ping ... verge 15 emma loftis sex
and the state: the impact of ... - actions of one’s self are now determined by themselves alone. when
thought of in terms of sex, what was once viewed as only a means to increase the workforce and population
became a source of pleasure for pleasure’s sake. due to the free market, the chinese now had the ability to
the chinese developmental state during the cold war: the ... - the chinese developmental state during
the cold war: the making of the 1956 twelve-year science and technology plan ... as the chinese historian fu
banghong has shown, at least in the ... his well-known speech on 29 september 1951 at the beginning of the
thought remolding campaign, zhou enlai used his own experiences to articulate the necessity ... theory
attached to practice - cpp - ing during the thought remolding campaign which itself was explicitly mod-eled
after the original rectifi cation campaign (y. wang 2014: esp. 13, 17, 56). once the thought remolding made it
clear that “science for science’s sake” had no place in chinese science and science policy, the party-state
works received - project muse - growing up chinese in south africa: a memoir. ohio university press, 2012.
joan hornby. chinese lacquerware in the national museum of denmark. university press of southern denmark,
2012. ping hu, translated by philip f. williams and yenna wu. the thought remolding campaign of the chinese
communist party-state. amsterdam university press, 2012. the sacred routes of uyghur history - taylor &
francis - asian studies review 457 notes 1 ping, the thought remolding campaign of the chinese communist
party-state (trans. philip f. williams & yenna wu), amsterdam, amsterdam university press, 2012, p. 270. 2.fei
xiaotong, from the soil, berkeley, university of california press, 1992 english edition [1947]. 3.pieke, frank,
“contours of an anthropology of the chinese state: political structure ... new icas and iias publications sources in both chinese and western languages, this authoritative work stands as the deﬁ nitive study of the
theory, implementation and legacy of the chinese communist party’s thought-remolding campaign. this
decades-long campaign involved the extraction of confessions from millions of chinese citizens suspected
bowing to chairman mao: western-trained intellectuals and ... - thought, pr’ opagating party norms,
providing historical or philosophical justification of party rule, etc. 3 on the other hand, critics of the ccp during
its early rule also included western-trained figures such as zhang bojun (1895–1969, ph.d. from humboldt
university of berlin) and luo longji (1898–1965, ph.d. from columbia university). oh fang, where art thou? xi
jinping and the pla’s 90th ... - oh fang, where art thou? xi jinping and the pla’s 90th anniversary james
mulvenon as the chinese communist party heads into the 19th party congress in october, xi jinping’s speech
commemorating the 90th anniversary of the founding of the people’s liberation army was notable both for
what he curriculum vitae xiaowei zheng education appointment ... - curriculum vitae xiaowei zheng
history department, university of california at santa barbara, santa barbara, ca 93106, zheng@history.ucsb ...
review: the thought remolding campaign of the chinese communist party by hu ping. amsterdam university
press, for modern chinese literature and culture.
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